## CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS BY PRODUCT CATEGORY

### Commercial Displays and Televisions
- Christie
- DynaScan
- Hisense
- LG
- NEC
- Panasonic
- Peerless
- Philips
- Planar a Leyard Company
- Samsung

### Hospitality
- Hotel Preferred
- LG
- Mustang Professional
- Peerless
- Samsung

### Medical Displays
- LG
- NEC
- Samsung

### Touch Displays
- 3M
- Christie
- Hitachi
- Infocus
- LG
- NEC
- OneScreen
- Philips
- Planar a Leyard Company
- Samsung
- Starboard Solution Inc
- TAPit

### Outdoor Displays and Kiosks
- Apollo Enclosures
- DynaScan
- Mustang Professional
- Peerless
- Samsung

### Direct View LEDs
- Christie
- Elation
- Lighthouse
- NanoLumens
- Planar a Leyard Company
- Samsung

### Mounts for Displays
- Apollo Enclosures
- Chief
- Mustang Professional
- Peerless

### Digital Signage
- BrightSign
- Cenique
- Christie
- Joan
- Onelan

### Commercial Installation Projectors
- Canon
- Christie
- Epson
- Maxell
- NEC
- Optoma
- Panasonic

### Mobile / Portable Projectors
- Canon
- Casio
- Christie
- Epson
- Maxell
- NEC
- Optoma
- Panasonic

### Screens for Projectors
- Da-Lite
- Draper
- Mustang

### Projector Lamps and Lenses
- BenQ
- Canon
- Christie
- Diamond Lamps
- Epson
- Hitachi
- Infocus
- NEC
- Optoma
- * Many More Lamps - Contact Stampede for All Your Lamp Needs

### Mounts for Projectors
- Chief
- Draper
- Mustang Professional
- Peerless

### Collaboration, Meeting and Huddle Room Products
- Christie
- ClearOne
- HuddleCam
- Infocus
- Joann
- Ken-A-Vision
- LG
- Luidia
- Lumens
- NEC
- Onelan
- Panacast
- Phoenix Audio
- PTZ Optics
- Samsung
- Sharp
- Starboard
- Techlogix
- VDO360
- Vidyo

### Collaboration, Meeting and Huddle Room Products (cont.)
- Alarm.com
- Christie

### Network Security and Surveillance
- Hanwha Tecwin America
- Lumens
- Neurona

### Body Cameras & Action Cameras
- AEE
- DJI
- Neurona

### Drones, Drone Video Systems & UAVs
- AEE
- Aerialtronics
- AgroWing
- Christie
- DJI
- Dronifi
- Energen
- Epson
- FLIR
- FlyMotion
- Foxfury
- Go Professional Cases
- Intel
- Mustang
- NEC
- Unmanned Vehicle University
- Vidyo
- Walkera
- Yuneec

### Education and Classroom Solutions
- Amazing Interactives
- Amplivox
- Atlas Sound
- Chief
- ClearOne
- Epson
- Hamilton Buhl
- Maxell
- Infocus
- Joann
- Ken-A-Vision
- Luidia
- Lumens
- Mustang Professional
- NEC
- Optoma
- Panasonic
- Samsung
- Sharp
- TAPit
- Whoosh
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3D Printing Solutions
- Robox

Audio Sources and Microphones
- Amplivox
- Atlas Sound
- Audix
- ClearOne
- Colt Audio
- Denon Pro
- Gemini
- Marantz Pro
- Phoenix Audio
- Yamaha

Signal Distribution and Mixers
- Adder
- Amplivox
- Ashly Audio
- Atlas Sound
- Bose Professional
- C2G
- ClearOne
- Core Brands/Xantech
- Denon
- Denon Pro
- DVD-O
- Furman
- Gefen
- Gemini
- Hall Research
- Key Digital
- Phoenix Audio
- SHURE
- Techlogix
- Videotel
- Whirlwind
- Wyrestorm Technologies
- Yamaha

Signal Amplification
- Amplivox
- Atlas Sound
- Bose Professional
- C2G
- Christie Vive
- Denon Pro
- ENCALVE
- FBT
- Gemini
- HEOs
- Klipsch
- Marantz Pro
- NHT
- Phoenix Audio
- Pioneer
- Pioneer Elite
- Polk Audio
- Soundcast
- Williams Sound
- Yamaha

Speakers
- Amplivox
- Atlas Sound
- Bose Professional
- C2G
- Christie VIVE Audio
- D.A.S.
- Denon• Denon Pro
- ENCALVE
- FBT
- Gemini
- Hamilton/Buhl
- HEOs
- Klipsch
- LG
- NHT
- OWI
- Phoenix Audio
- Pioneer
- Pioneer Elite
- Polk Audio
- Quam
- Revolution Acoustics
- Samsung
- Sennheiser
- SONOS
- Soundcast
- Vizio
- Yamaha

Cables
- C2G
- Hall Research
- Whirlwind

Power Management
- BlueBolt
- Chief
- Furman Sound
- Gemini
- Panamax

Furniture and Racks
- Amplivox
- Atlas Sound
- Audio Visual Furniture International
- AVTEQ
- Chief
- Colt Audio
- Denon Pro
- Hamilton/Buhl
- H. Wilson Co.
- Mooreco
- Oklahoma Sound
- OWI
- Phoenix Audio
- RF Venue
- Whirlwind

Lighting and Staging
- FoxFury

Virtual / Augmented Reality
- Panacast
- VR Studio

Carts and Cases
- AVTEQ
- Go Professional Cases
- Jelco
- Luxor
- Mustang Professional
- Peerless

Internet of Things Platform Solutions
- Alarm.com
- Qolsys

Cloud Solutions
- FireFX
- Vidyo

Professional Services
- Christie
- Unmanned Vehicle Insurance
- Unmanned Vehicle University

Warranties
- Consumer Priority Services
- Gold Star Warranties
- Samsung
- UV Insurance

Consumer Electronics
- Denon
- ENCALVE
- HEOs
- Klipsch
- Pioneer
- Pioneer Elite
- Polk Audio
- SONOS
- Soundcast

Photo
- Ecocflow
- FLIR
- Incase
- Incipio
- Magnaframe
- PENTAX
- Polaroid
- Ricoh

Control Solutions
- Adder